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Seamless collaboration at eye level between internal and external project partners?



Collaboration
In the Cloud

Why?

- Today’s software is often developed in close collaboration 

with clients and other partners

- High administrative and coordination efforts in collaboration 

- Time-to-market is crucial to project success

- Security of tools and data is key

- Profit from cloud in the development process 
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- True collaboration

- High productivity

- Secure by design

Supplier Client



Multi SaaS
Management
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Role-based access control (RBAC)

Adn Access ID (AAID)

- Why?

- Client or partner needs access to the cloud

- Atlassian cloud uses e-mail address as “loginID”

- In order to "claim" (manage) our clients/partners,

we need to use a separate domain

- e.g., firstname.lastname@adnaccess.net
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Role-based access control (RBAC)

Other key features

- Role-based access control (e.g., Project Manager, Developer)

- Automatic on- & offboarding

- Client isolation (i.e., clients can not see each other)

- Mail gateway sends e-mails to the customer/partner e-mail address 

(not to the adnaccess.net address)
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Collaboration in the Cloud
Conclusions

Collaboration

Collaboration environment in 
the cloud, clearly separated 

from internal systems

Development

Directly in the cloud, profiting 
from all available tools

Deployment

In the cloud (preferable) or
on-premise are possible
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Deployment to
 cloud is optio

nal

No re
al customer d

ata!

Priv
acy concerns do not a

pply

Transparency is key!



Thank you
for your attention!

Beat Fluri

CTO Adnovum
beat.fluri@adnovum.ch

And your digital business works

Adnovum at a glance
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Enterprise-scale software 

and security solutions

Founded in 1988, privately-owned 

joint stock company with over 600 
employees

Key industries: Banking, Insurance, 

Public Sector, Transportation and 

Logistics

Clients in Switzerland, Singapore and 
other countries

Enterprise-scale software 
and security solutions
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IAM Solutions

Access protection 

and user management

Security Consulting

Strategies, concepts, 

assessments

Software Solutions

Tailor-made web 

and mobile solutions

mailto:vitor.surname@adnovum.ch
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